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Details of Visit:

Author: Alan256
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 17 Feb 2012 3.00pm
Duration of Visit: 1 Hour
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Max's Angels
Website: http://www.maxeslondonescorts.co.uk
Phone: 02071000300

The Premises:

Lovely clean hotel room. Comfortable bathroom/shower and a lovely bedroom. safe location.

The Lady:

A dusky lithe girl. Long legs with a beautiful trim body. lovely smile and manner.

The Story:

17th February. I met up with Gabriella today. I had booked for two hours but I had a friendly and
helpful phone call from reception and the hotel had a power and water problem so our meeting had
to be delayed by an hour. I had the offer of changing and seeing another angel as the session could
not be extended over one hour. I chose to stick with seeing Gabs ? and I was so pleased I did. She
was even more a vision of beauty ? and extremely fit with it. Her figure is slimmer than ever ?
dressed in black negligee she is sexy like a French mistress. Her legs go on forever ending in such
a smooth huggable bum. After wine and a quick shower I met her in the bedroom where she was
using the time to good effect with a vibrator on her fanny. I kissed her belly and felt the vibrator ?
that made us giggle. We kissed DFK and I stroked and massaged her body ever so lightly. Then
she showed me her collection of ?devices? what an exciting hoard! She remembered from our
previous encounter that I like to be penetrated and sucked at the same time so ? up with my legs
she said and off we went ? the anal beads that go so deep were followed by the prostate massager
and accompanied by the most delightful OWO ? my full length swallowed to the hilt!
We went to the bathroom and I provided an amusing watersports for Gabs ? some of it was so
fierce and so controlled she likened it to bullets! She drooled and curled it delightfully on her tongue
and even gargled with it. When I repaid the compliment she told me I was a copycat ? true ? I
couldn?t resist a quick gargle of her piss.
Gabriella used a multitude of dildos in her arse and fanny at the same time, when she tried to bend
and give me more OWO they kept flying out so she sat on me to keep them in place while wanking
me. It was at this time we developed the name Sierella ? in recognition of my fantasy of Sienna and
I giving Gabs a DP session. Sadly not to happen as Sienna is no longer available.
Oh yes! How could I forget the dildo strapped to my knee that she jerked off on (my knee was
excited and jumping up and down as well ? ha ha). Then there was the dildo held in my mouth while
she bounced up and down on that ? what a sight. Following that Gabs donned the long pink dildo
and as I was penetrated lovingly in doggy position. Re ? stuffed with the prostate massager ? we
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finished off with my load across Gabriella?s teeth, tits and belly ? my favourite fantasy - what a girl. I
was afforded a relaxed hour with no rush whatsoever and my stay actually overran with a final hot
comforting shower. Thank you so much Gabriella - see you again later darling. Alan256 xxx
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